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A
CSS Corp introduces a clickable solution to save cost and deliver seamless end-customer 
experience

CSS Corp’s innovative support strategy enabled a leading online music store subscription service company to improve 
end-customer experience while saving costs.
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For more information, please email us at info@csscorp.com

Client Situation

The CSS Corp Solution

Business Outcomes
Our solution delivered three important benefits:

1 http://www.forbes.com/sites/alexlawrence/2012/11/01/five-customer-retention-tips-for-entrepreneurs/#353cac7017b0

About the Client

The last thing that an enterprise would want 
from their customers is to unsubscribe or 
disown their product. The cost of acquiring a 
new customer is five times more than retaining 
an existing customer.1 Enterprises must strive 
to retain their existing customers by delivering 
superior customer experience. Still some 
customers leave, and enterprises have to find 
ways to save costs when customer attrition is 
inevitable. CSS Corp’s innovative support 
solution helped an enterprise to save costs even 
when customers unsubscribed their service

A Global leader in online music store 
subscription service with more than 3.5 million 
subscribers around the globe.

The client’s leading streaming music services give members ad-free, 
unlimited access to a large library of digital music for a flat monthly 
fee. They add licensed music content from different labels to give a 
great experience to their listeners. 

With 3.5 million subscribers around the globe, they received 
thousands of calls every month for trouble shooting support and for 
cancellation of subscription service. Their customers used the “call to 
cancel” service to cancel their subscription which resulted in signifi-
cant spend. 

CSS Corp was mandated to enhance the overall customer experience 
with superior support.

The client incurred significant spend through the “call to cancel” 
service. Their support center received approximately 15000 calls in a 
month relating to subscription cancellations. CSS Corp introduced the 
“click to cancel” function that enabled the customers to cancel their 
subscriptions online with just one click. The new system reduced the 
number of subscription cancellation calls by 93% thereby saving cost. 

CSS Corp also added quality content to the Knowledge Base (KB) 
portal for the client. The KB portal was previously managed by an 
external vendor. The customer queries were addressed in a timely 
manner, as the support staff started having better access to the KB 
articles. Faster issue resolution resulted in superior customer 
experience (CX).

 Significant Cost Savings: The click to cancel service resulted 
in a cost saving of approximately a million USD 

 Improved the overall customer experience: >80% CSAT 
through callbacks and follow-ups resulting in superior CX

 Improved the overall customer experience: Better self-help 
capabilities because of KB portal management


